
Dedicated to Patrick Taormina

Memories of Pat a.k.a ‘SactownConnection’ from the members 
of the ‘P Army’ community. We’ll miss you brother!
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Pat was dedicated. DEDICATED. And selfless.

Pat was so open, friendly and full of life. His 
warmth was contagious through the life stories, 
jokes, inane trivia and lyrics he posted over the 
years (as well as audio geekery, all kinds of 
music and his massive DVD collection).

I hope this collection is a suitable memory and 
record of Pat’s impact on our small part of the 
internet. He touched a lot of people. We will 
miss you brother.

“YoYoPo” a.k.a Tim Coles.
London, UK.

I set up the People Under The Stairs website as a high 
school kid back in 2004. Somehow people found out 
about it and a small community formed.

Pat joined the community as ‘SactownConnection’ 
on October 10th 2008 and soon became a regular 
contributor. His enthusiasm was catching as he 
provoked all kinds of debates. What’s your favourite 
PUTS track? What’s your favourite spoken word 
interlude? What would your alternative album cover 
look like? What would your perfect album be if you 
combined all your favourite tracks from other albums? 
...

Though I never met Pat, I felt a connection to him even 
online and across the Atlantic. I felt I got to know him 
through his sincere, outgoing, knowledgable and funny 
messages. We later communicated about the website, 
asking each other’s opinion on music and life. Pat was 
one of the secret ‘ninjas’ who helped me to bug test a 
new part of the website, and he asked for my opinion 
when it was time to distribute a batch of limited edition 
records to select members of the community, of which 
luckily I was one. The copy he sent me still sits proudly 
in my collection; hand wrapped in brown paper with a 
named post-it note for me.

”

““YoYoPo” 
Tim Coles
London, UK
Joined Feb 2005

When I first set up the website I attempted to 
amass all the People Under The Stairs lyrics 
I could, spending hours listening and typing 
them out. I soon realised how much time it 
was going to take and stopped.

Several years later, it was Pat who stepped 
up and took this on himself. He surpassed any 
of my efforts - transcribing the entire People 
Under The Stairs discography and putting 
them all on a website; ‘The Point of the Rhyme’. 
The amount of time and effort this took blows 
my mind. 

This was only one aspect of his dedication. 
He drove miles across states at early hours of 
the morning to get to and from concerts. Once 
there, he would help Thes One and Double 
K set up their show or sell their merchandise. 
And sometimes interview them to report back 
to the rest of us! He would have time for 
any other fan; giving them a ride to a show, 
getting them in without tickets, hooking them 
up with CDs… and sharing his encyclopaedic 
knowledge of The P.

Remembering Pat
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“A La Carte”
Steve Lee
Hugglescote, UK
Joined Nov 2013

“AndyMak”
Andrew Makowicki 
USA / Austria
Joined Nov 2011

“GripFast”
Ypsilanti, MI
Joined April 2006

To me, Pat had no ego. He loved the P and he wanted 
to share that knowledge and love around (there was a 
lot). A genuine guy, he welcomed me into the forum 
with open arms. Witty, with an engaging writing style, 
he told tales of his Road trips to see the P with an ease 
that never centered around himself.
A true gent, a man who I felt was a friend even though 
we had never met physically.
RIP Pat.

One large reason why I keep coming back to this forum 
is to read Sactown’s input on all things People Under 
the Stairs. He was a knowledgeable person but beyond 
that, he was down to Earth and approachable. I am truly 
glad that, even though I have never met pmuny, I was 
able to connect with him through this forum. You will be 
sorely missed by everyone here pmuny.
P Forever!

Farewell Sactown Connection.

Rest in beats.

”

”

”

“

“

“

“Esomedina”
Martin Medina
Chicago, USA
Joined May 2005

“OneNationUnderAGroove”
Los Angeles
Joined Nov 2014

Our dear friend Patrick aka Sactown Connection 
passed away today. Even though I never physically 
met him, I will miss him tremendously. I feel honored to 
have known him and am deeply saddened that I could 
not have done more to help him. I just wish this wasn’t 
true.

I’ve been a member of the forum for nearly two years 
now. I know I rarely comment, but I peruse through 
the forums often, and a large part of it was because of 
whatever Sactown had to say. I never knew the man, 
but as one of the newer heads who joined this force, I 
do recall him welcoming me on here with nothing but 
that P-love. I didn’t expect that, and yet it was felt so 
genuinely.
He was so vocal about his knowledge through here, 
but never came off as arrogant. Rather he was very 
inclusive and inviting. In all, he caught my attention 
enough as an older cat who was a die hard fan of the 
P, and I just felt like I was being taken under that wing 
through here as I’ve grown to love the P as much also. 
That’s when I decided to follow him on IG; his posts 
were so down to earth. It was nice to get to know a 
fellow PUTS lover’s interests, joys, and wisdom outside 
of here.
Unfortunately, I didn’t have the privilege of being able 
to catch him at one of the P shows (though I swear I 
seen him when I was backstage with PUTS one time). 
I can say he will be very deeply missed, and I just really 
feel the loss, man.
Sactown, aka P-Muny, aka Patrick, the P force sends 
you off with lots of love...

”

”

“

“

Messages from the ‘P Army’ [putsonline.co.uk/forum/]
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Nothing highlighted this connection better than when 
I got a message out of the blue one day in relation to a 
rare piece of PUTS vinyl. The vinyl was a limited edition 
and was only being given away at a particular show if 
you attended and brought a ticket. As the show was in 
the US there was no way I’d be able to attend and no 
way I’d get the vinyl. That was until Patrick was given 
some copies by Thes One and the very lucky few on the 
forum were contacted by Patrick to arrange shipping to 
various locations throughout the world. I am not sure 
why Patrick selected me as one of those lucky few but 
he did and after exchanging messages the vinyl was 
sent to me and now has pride of place in my collection. 

This act of kindness and generosity has always stayed 
with me and was a shining example of the type of man I 
think Patrick was. For me he was generous, giving and 
was always looking out for his family and community no 
matter how many miles separated them. 

I know lots of people knew Patrick far better than me 
and I am so sorry for their loss. I wish I could’ve met him 
and thanked him in person for thinking about me when 
he did.

Patrick, Sactown Connection, Pmuny thank you for all 
you gave me and PUTS community you will be sadly 
missed but fondly remembered. ”

“MrQc”
Gavin Sturman 
Essex, UK
Joined Oct 2008

For Patrick

Music has always been an art form which brings people 
together and creates an emotional connection. 7 years 
ago I joined the People Under the Stairs forum where 
a found a group of like minded people who wanted no 
more than to share their love of People Under The Stairs, 
Hip Hop and Music in general. 

When I joined the forum it became very clear to me that 
there was one member who personified this over anyone 
else. For years I only knew him as Sactown Connection. 
Sactown was always on the forum offering his opinion 
and thoughts whatever the topic and some of the best 
posts were when he’d review a PUTS show. As I live in 
the UK and cannot get to most of the live shows reading 
these detailed, insightful and often humorous reviews 
always made me feel like I was there with him. 

Over the years of exchanging post of the forum you 
always got a sense that Patrick cared about the 
community that we were all creating and through other 
social media such as Instagram I feel like I got know 
him and his life a little better. As a massive dog lover, 
his Instagram posts with this dog Pico always made me 
smile and his dry sense of humour and fun always came 
across. I could relate to so much that where obviously 
passions in his life and over the years although we never 
met a connection was made.

“
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“13lood13ath”
California
Joined May 2012

Patrick Taormina (P-Money, SacTown) will be forever 
loved and missed. He was a good man. He was a kind 
and generous man. And he brought joy to everyone in 
his life.

I had the privilege of living somewhat close to him 
(the San Francisco Bay Area), so any time there was a 
People Under The Stairs show in Northern California; 
I would always run into him. Over time I just kind of 
informally referred to him as “PUTS Pat” because he 
would always be helping the guys out with different 
things like setting up and tearing down the set, the 
merch table, taking photos/video, etc. I’ll never forget 
when Thes called me on stage at the Fillmore in San 
Francisco to do the Rob Ford dance and there’s Pat on 
the side of the stage recording the whole thing. As soon 
as I saw him I immediately went up to him to say “what’s 
up” and give him a hug. After which I said, “I knew you 
were hiding out somewhere!”

One thing is for sure: PUTS shows won’t be the same 
without him and life won’t be the same without him. He 
brought so much to so many and asked for nothing in 
return.

Rest in peace and rest in power my friend. We all love 
you and miss you. ”

“

“a_salvador” 
England
Joined Nov 2011

“east wittering?”
Stephen Le Petit 
New Zealand
Joined August 2008

Like a lot of you I never met Sac in person. But via 
here, instagram and e-mail chatted quite a lot. Such a 
gentleman. Genuine caring dude who did a lot of things 
to make others happy. Words are actually failing me. My 
thoughts and love with his family.

He did me a real kind gesture a while back. I never had 
an opportunity to repay him with anything other than 
thanks and love. He literally touched people across the 
globe with his intelligence, wit, kindness and just being 
an all round top top top man.

Absolutely gutted to hear about Sac’s passing - my 
heartfelt condolences to those who are hurting right 
now. 

”

”

“

“

“Callmemrtibbs”
Thomas Yates
Nottingham, England
Joined Sept 2011

Despite having never met him, he came across as one of 
the most genuine people I have ever had the pleasure to 
deal with. Amongst all the thousands of posts he put on, 
I used to love reading his tales of what happened when 
he helped out at the gigs. To get the inside information 
on the artists we all admire so much was fascinating 
stuff, and he was a representative for the forum... and I 
for one really appreciated that, and I’m sure everybody 
else did too.

These boards will never be the same again.
RIP Sac

”

“
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“OceanMan”
East Coast, Canada
Joined March 2011

“Loudwon”
Wiltshire, UK
Joined July 2007

I’m kinda shocked at how upset by this whole thing I 
am for a guy I never met in the flesh (pretty f***ing upset) 
but those of us who have been on here for a while have 
come to know Sactown over the years.

I just can’t believe it. Such a great guy.

This place will never be the same.

RIP Sactown. Shocked and sad to hear this news. He 
did so much for us PUTS fans. Thank you.

”

”
“

“

“Freshkest”
Orange County, CA
Joined August 2009

I saw Sactown once at the video shooting for 1 Up Til 
Sun Up in L.A. We didn’t talk. We looked at each other 
and nodded to one another in acknowledgement. I 
remember thinking, “this guy just drove all the way from 
Sacramento?” That’s dedication.

Through this forum, we personally knew Sactown to 
some extent far enough to make us deeply mourn his 
loss.

You will be missed. ”

““Thebigdes99”
Joined Oct 2014

“TheLAConnection” 
South Bay LA
Joined March 2005

It’s so sad to lose such a great guy like Pat... although 
I never met him personally, like most of you I felt like I 
knew him well from the forum and IG and all the great, 
insightful and helpful info he constantly and thoroughly 
posted. He was, is and always will be our dear friend, 
and is sorely miss by the P Army and his friends and 
family.
All of you expressed it better than me, I just wanted 
to say thanks Patrick for being a genuine and caring 
and beloved gentleman. You will be missed. Whatever 
is decided to celebrate Pat’s life, I’m in, it’s the least we 
could all do.

RIP. The P Army lost a great leader.

RIP Sactown, I had the pleasure of meeting you when 
you came down to LA for the Thanksgiveback show. 
Rest easy brother, you’re not in pain anymore. Fallen 
leader of the P Army. PUTS 4 life!

”

”
“

“

“Treks”
Brisbane, Australia
Joined July 2008

This is heartbreaking...
Such a positive, friendly dude. I always enjoyed his 
positive and amusing insta and forum posts. And the effort 
and amount of hours he put into thepointoftherhyme.
com
Thoughts are with family and friends.
RIP Brother.”

“
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“Dwight”
Illinois
Joined Nov 2009

I can’t stand that it’s too late to mention it to him on 
here, but Sactown was the engine of this forum in a 
lot of ways. I could sense the passion and lucidity in 
literally every post he made, and I wish he could hear 
the appreciation everyone of us had for his insight and 
effort as a poster; I hope he realized his point of view 
was appreciated.

I was always so impressed by the initiative he would 
take in writing reviews of shows, getting interviews with 
the P, and of course the Point of Rhyme website. He 
was definitely a generous and thoughtful dude in that 
sense. I’ll always look at that as inspiration to share and 
to live with passion. R.I.P. ”

“

“SLC HEAD”
Josh Thurman
Salt Lake City, UT
Joined May 2005

Pat was a very exceptional guy that made us all feel very 
special and unique, I hope that we can all carry a just a 
little bit of that in us each day as a tribute to a man that 
touched us all very deeply and personally.

Today’s tracklist is all PUTS all day, in loving memory of 
the guy that appreciated it the most...

RIP Wise One.”

“

“DJ Alibi”
Mikhail Galkin
Toronto, Canada
Joined March 2005

“Instrumentalist”
Seattle, USA
Joined Oct 2006

“Dusty diggin’” 
Aurora, IL
Joined Dec 2005

Gutted.
Never met Patrick but he was always super supportive 
of my music and was a welcome ray of positivity and 
selflessness in this cynical music world I occupy. It’s 
unfair and it’s tragic and I’ll miss him.

Sad to see he’s left us.

Pat will be remembered fondly here and I’m sure by 
others who had the chance to come in contact with 
him. He did so much for the P Army and it is our job to 
keep his efforts and spirit alive. I’m not entirely certain 
what the next step needs to be to preserve his work 
but I hope it will be a collective effort to do so. We 
are soldiers fighting for a more inclusive and heartfelt 
scene. Pat most assuredly led the pack. Let’s build on 
the foundation that Pat left us. Let it inspire us to do 
more of the same. Let’s also remember that there are 
people hurting in this world. Lend a hand, an ear or a 
shoulder to cry on to anyone who may need it. One love! 
We’re all in this together!

”

”

”

“

“

“
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“Twelve”
Thomas Ruehl
Germany
Joined May 2010

Damn! It’s taken me a minute to get my thoughts in 
order... 

I’ve not been as much of a longtime or active member 
around these parts as some of y’all, and I didn’t have 
as close a relationship with him (via social media etc.), 
but his passing definitely leaves a void. In many ways 
he embodied the heart and soul of this forum, not only 
because he was the site’s lead poster, but because 
of the genuine sense of excitement, positivity, unique 
personality, humor and (fan) community he conveyed in 
many of his posts. For as long as I can think he was one 
of THE main forces keeping this place alive, feeding us 
inside info gleaned directly from Thes and Double or 
simply funneling in positive energy by going the extra 
mile (and beyond) for the P and his fellow fans.

We’d just exchanged emails about a crazy project idea 
of mine which didn’t pan out a few weeks back and he 
was laughing off the scare of a recent car accident...

I think one of the most important things we have to do is 
keep his spirit alive by realizing something he would’ve 
appreciated (i.e. maintaining his The Point of The Rhyme 
website).

”

“

“Williamhmacy”
John Holsinger
San Francisco
Joined Feb 2007

Can’t believe it. Wish it wasn’t true

”“
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“Trenchmc”
Seattle, WA
Joined April 2009

Hey y’all,
It’s trench from a few years back. This is a sad reason 
to get back on the P forums but I have to send my 
condolences to Pat and his family. Reading everything 
people have said here, as well as knowing Pat (as many 
here did, through his warmth and inviting presence 
on these forums, FB, IG and elsewhere in the web), 
brings me a lot of mixed emotions.

I remember back in like ‘09 when I was just a high 
school junior, so hyped on the P. I wrote a paper 
for my U.S. history class on the origins of hip-hop 
and its potential to propel change in disadvantaged 
communities in the U.S. and elsewhere. I remember I 
even posted the whole thing on the forum, I’m sure it’s 
here somewhere. Pat was one of maybe 2 or 3 people 
that read the whole thing. He even talked to me about 
it after, giving pointers and even crediting me with a 
good job on it.

This is just one story from one acquaintance of his, 
but I just want to let people know that people don’t 
normally stretch themselves like that for another 
person, especially a young, vulnerable guy like myself. 
Writing this gives me some solace, but truthfully I’m 
going to keep thinking about Pat and his untimely loss. 
It’s going to be alright man, you always meant more 
than you know.

”

““SF Knight”
UK / Los Angeles
Joined June 2005

“Sweetness61686”
Madison, WI
Joined August 2009

Man, heart goes out. A fan in the truest sense. Never 
known anyone to be more passionate about a band/
group. Such a friendly guy, full of jokes and kind gestures. 

RIP Pmuny.

Patrick, I am at a loss for words. Even though we never 
met in person, I truly thought of you as one of my best 
friends! From nerding out and comparing our PUTS 
collectibles and rarities to something as simple as 
bantering back and forth on Facebook and IG, I valued 
getting to know you over the last decade! Any time I 
found a rare vinyl at a record store you were one of the 
first people I thought of! You helped shape my musical 
taste over the years, and turned me on to so many side 
projects that I never would of known about if it had not 
been for you.

I am thankful that we had gotten to know each other 
and I really wish I would of made time to grab a few 
beers with you when I was around in April! I hope you 
are at peace now and I wish that I could of been a better 
friend and made you realize how much you meant to 
me. There will always be a giant void on the forum, on 
Instagram, at P shows, and in the lives of the people 
that loved you! 

We will meet again, my friend! #ForeverthePmuny

”

”

“

“
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“De La Tribe”
Jack Butler
Berkeley, CA
Joined April 2014

Pat was the reason I joined the forum. I had 
been a big PUTS fan for a few years, but it took a 
while before I actually joined. Not being a social 
media guy (never been on Facebook, twitter...
etc), the idea of joining a fan forum didn’t sound 
all that appealing. But I checked in on it from 
time to time to try and get updates on whatever 
PUTS was up to. And it seemed like every time 
I checked it out there was a long post by a guy 
named Sactown Connection detailing every 
single move PUTS was making. How did he 
know all this stuff? Was he stalking Thes and 
Double from Sacramento? No, it turned out that 
he got all that info from PUTS themselves! He 
had their cell phone numbers! He had been 
over to their houses!

HOW f***ing COOL!!!!!!

Seriously, can you think of anything cooler than 
being personal friends with your favorite artist? 
I can’t.

So I joined the forum, because obviously it 
was legit if a guy like Sactown Connection was 
running it, and I’m really glad I did. I was actually 
a bit intimidated at first because everyone in 
the forum had been a fan much longer than I 

had, but Pat made everybody feel welcome. He 
really set the tone for the positive atmosphere 
and genuinely friendly nature of the forum, and 
that’s an incredibly rare and difficult thing to do 
in the internet age (I’ve since joined and quickly 
left a couple other forums for being decidedly 
unfriendly). Everyone’s voice was heard. There 
were disagreements, but no put downs. It was 
a very comfortable and comforting place to be. 
And that was all because of Pat.

Luckily, I had the chance to meet him in 
Sacramento at my first PUTS show. We had 
both shown up early and the venue wasn’t 
letting people in yet, so we just hung out and 
talked for a while. I found out he’s a huge movie 
fan, and we bonded over Vertigo being both 
of ours favorite movie. He said he loved the 
Before Sunrise trilogy and would buy anything 
from the Criterion Collection, and I also found 
out that he’s a huge Ben Folds fan (we didn’t 
quite bond over that one). But it just shows how 
soulful and wide-ranging a person he really was 
on top of his generosity, and he was easily one 
of the most thoughtful people I’ve ever met.

Here’s to Pat: the Coolest guy I know. I’ll never 
forget you. #onawarmsacramentonight ”

“

“djGUERRILLA”
Greg King
Memphis, TN
Joined Sept 2011

I’m from Memphis, TN and I flew out to meet up with 
a friend living in California (Jeremy) as we had tickets 
to both of the Thanksgiveback shows in late November 
2014. We got to meet Pat at both the shows. Being 
the huge P fan he was, he helped Thes out in various 
ways at each show; for instance, he carried the records 
that Mike and Chris made to give out at each show into 
the venue. We got to talk outside the venue before the 
shows, and it was so cool to finally put a face to the 
names Sactown Connection and @pmuny. He was 
really super nice to us, and he only knew us through 
the forums and Instagram. At the L.A. show, he helped 
me and Jeremy get wristbands to get into the after party 
where we got to meet Thes and Double, and Thes gave 
us both a free record from the trunk of his car. It was 
one of the coolest moments of my life and I owe it all to 
Pat’s generosity and willingness to go out of his way to 
help me and Jeremy out (people he barely knew). We 
always shared new P discography finds with each other 
on Instagram and helped each other track down copies 
of things a couple of times.

I’ll always remember Pat as an extremely positive and 
caring human being who shared his love of music with 
everyone he met in a seemingly effortless way. He will 
be greatly missed - Greg in Memphis. ”

“
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thebigdes99 So sad and unbelievable... thanks for everything Pat and for being a 
genuine, kind and beautiful person and soul, although we never met. Rest 
easy indeed. #ForeverthePMuny

printersdeville Only knew you through your love of PUTS, but always a cool guy.

Unbelievable, a legend in PUTS circle. As they say, be kind, you never 
know what burdens people are carrying. RIP.

headnodic

giantsfanslc

dj_young_einstein

melinajones

nzshadow

I never got the chance to meet him in person, but via social media I got to 
know him as a wonderful, genuine person and a fellow music lover. Love 
and support each other while we’re all here. Rest in peace Pmuny.

Pat was the real deal. It’s been a pleasure getting to know him over the 
last 10 years... I’ll miss his presence in my life no doubt. RIP my man

Patrick, your presence will be greatly missed but I’m certain we’ll share a 
laugh about this in heaven.

Good bye P. You were the nicest person and always supported my work. 
Thank you for your genuine heart. ♥

I just found out you passed my man. I am shocked. from an internet buddy.

fecam3 Incredibly sad news. Never met P, but we exchanged emails several times 
and he was nothing short of a Gentleman. RIP

piecelock70 This is really hard for me to write, I don’t think I can/have accepted that 
Pat is even gone. I just talked to you man. I mean dude you just renewed 
your drivers license. I planned on writing a long post on how much you 
meant to me, to Mikey, to all the P Army and fans across the world but it 
seems pointless. I should have sent you that message yesterday at this 
time, when you could have read it. Thank you for the artwork for TGOS. 
Thank you for the artwork for Where The Piecelock Ends. Thank you for 
(unbelievably) sitting and transcribing every single lyric Mike and I ever 
wrote for your Point Of The Rhyme website. Thank you for bringing treats 
and toys for Mikey’s dog when you came to our shows. Thank you a million 
times over for all the countless and heartless things you did for everyone 
around you. You were the best. Too good for this world and this time, and 
I’m sorry that it broke you. Rest easy @pmuny

la_blue_12b Devastating news , I can’t believe it. @pmuny thank you for taking the 
time to chop it up when you came out to LA not so long ago, truly blessed 
to have met you in the flesh and for you to personally give me dap on my 
dedication to the city is something I’ll never ever forget. We love you and 
will truly miss you my brotha, rest peacefully above us all blessing us with 
your wisdom of light.

Thank you for everything P, you were waaaaaaaaaaaaaay too good for this 
planet. Rock On Rock On forever!!! 

culturama Heart and soul of the P Army

esomedina Rest In Peace, Patrick. You were an amazing person and I hope you can 
see what you meant to every one of us. Whether it was as small as a like 
on a pic to opening up and letting us into your world. You had a lasting 
impact. I will miss you. #ForeverThePmuny

Messages from instagram
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pdubs7 I wanted you all to know the impact he had on me. 3yrs of instagram 
friendship I will cherish. Bonding over #puts... Always upbeat and ready 
to give a like or a sweet comment. I will miss that. May your soul rest in 
peace on the other side.

jdankworth Had the pleasure of meeting Pat when he came to LA for PUTS show . He 
was a great guy and will be missed!! 

bertzycollins Let’s celebrate the fact that he has touched so many with his heartfelt 
contributions. Stay in tune with those around you. Try hard not to tune out. 
We are all one. Put your hand on a shoulder, squeeze a mate, offer an ear 
to an acquaintance. Pray that the little gestures from the open heart will 
bring us all out of the darkness.

He did so much that we can continue to build on. He brought people in 
our community together and ushered them into the fold with knowledge 
and un bias. Let’s continue to do the same in his honor.

yoyo_ldn I cant believe it. Pat was the soul of this. Saddened. At a loss for words

Pat - I was looking forward to meeting you one day and trading music, 
life stories and jokes. Felt your honesty and openness even across the 
pond and over the internet. Thank you for everything you shared, including 
hooking us all up with rare gem records. Rest In Peace Pat. We’ll miss 
you.

kidabstrakt Man, I’m going to miss some of the unique, and good things he had to say 
and all the support he gave. Such a great guy. Rest easy Pmuny

PMUNY, I’m thankful to have kicked it with you at multiple PUTS shows. 
The beautiful thing about music is that it brings people together and I’m 
glad I met an awesome guy that always had such creative and funny 
things to say and I appreciate you very much. Can’t think about the P 
without thinking about you man! It’s hard to believe this and we will miss 
you. Praying for your fam, RIP.

thehuberprogram

bee__rose

From years on the forum and social media I’ve felt like he was one of my 
best friends! He was always so kind and genuine and had a really in-
depth knowledge of music and film and all kinds of stuff! I had to throw on 
the Thanksgivingback album he sent to me a few years back. He will be 
missed! Rest in peace, Patrick! Sactown connection!!

Man I remember meeting him on the forums, finding out we were both 
from sac and worked around the corner from each other. We would meet 
up from time to time, went to two PUTS shows together, and he even gave 
me my first PUTS records. I will cherish them forever. I am so so sad. I just 
talked to him. Gonna miss talkin music with him. This is heartbreaking.

My last memory physically with him was the last PUTS show in sac. He 
jumped on stage and danced with Thes. He was such a cool dude

funksquad  The nicest dude on the forums; went way out of his way for people he 
barely knew.

Such a positive selfless person. He will no doubt be greatly missed by all 
the forum cats and all the people he communicated with on here. A kind 
soul. It’s a sad day when Sac is gone

193steve Words fail me, pat seemed so positive and welcome on the forums. 
Although we never met he was always helpful and friendly. One of life’s 
good guys. He’ll be missed. My thoughts go out to Emmie (and Pico).

djsalvador1976 I am at a loss for words. my love and thoughts go to Sac’s family and 
friends. he did so much to make others happy

misterqc A sad day... Sac was the forum leader & although I never met him he was 
one of the good guys. RIP to my forum brother
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“SactownConnection” 
Patrick Taormina
Sacramento, USA
Joined Oct 2008
3255 posts

In April 2009 the website reached around 1000 members and 
‘you smoke dodo?’ dubbed it the “PUTS Army”. Pat became the 
unofficial leader - between October 2008 and May 2016 he posted 
3255 times on the forum. More than anyone else! 

Looking back on everything Pat shared with us has been 
humbling. We’ve included a selection of our favorite posts 
from Pat, hopefully enough to represent his enthusiasm, ideas, 
anecdotes and humor.

The SactownConnection!

Actually, it sounds like a high-voiced guy to me (sorta 
Bootsy Collins-ish... maybe it is Bootsy)... and I think (s)
he’s just saying “ ‘joy Y’sel’ (enjoy yourself)... G’down, 
G’down (get down, get down)”... I could be wrong, but I 
think (s)he’s just saying the same thing as the background 
singers...

Took me forever to figure out “The Wiz” hook too... he is 
saying “Wizard of Oz, chillin’, and lord willin’, I’ll spend the 
rest of my life here”, right?

This is my first post by the way. Sup to the forum of the P.

”

“

Ultimate PUTS Trivia questions?

First Ever P song YOU Heard?
Your ideal PUTS setlist!
Best PUTS “Spoken Clip” interlude
Best PUTS musical interlude
Best PUTS skit
Idea for a PUTS commercial
Best PUTS guest artist
People Under The Books
Best Period for PUTS

The P vs. The Beatles

I’m trying to think of some song title matchups:
“Ob la di, Ob la da” vs. “Yo”
“When I’m 64” vs. “The Ultimate 144”
“Day Tripper” vs. “The Trip”
“Rain” vs. “Acid Raindrops”
“Give Peace A Chance” vs. “Give Love A Chance”
“Yesterday” vs. “Letter to the Old School”
“A Hard Day’s Night” vs. “SF Knights”
“Hello Goodbye” vs. “Step In”/”Step Bacc”
Maybe... “In My Life” vs. “Reflections”

What are your ultimate P, smoke/drink (party) anthems?

Wylin’ out and getting crazy: Enjoy, Mid-City Fiesta
BLUNTED!!: Zignaflyinblow, Come On, Let’s Get High, D.A.R.E.
DRUNK!!: Beer (Colt45 Mix), Yehaw Partystyles, Tales of Kidd Drunkadelic
Kick-back summertime fun: Anotha’ (BBQ), Afternoon Connection
Cloudy-day Phillies: Acid Raindrops, More Than You Know, All Good Things
Late-nite relaxation: Schooled in the Trade, LA Song (Sensitive Mix)
Mashin’ out in the ride: Much Too Much, Step In, Step Bacc
Halloween high times: Creepshow, The Trip

Rain or Shine?

Rain: Code Check, Dangerous, Kaos & Thes, The Wiz, Empty Bottles of Water, D
Hot-as-hell day: Pulp Fiction, Time to Rock Our sh!t, Suite For Creeper, Roadbeaters
Snow: Sterns to Western (something about that beat fits well to me...)
Wind: More Than You Know, You, The Grind
Sunny, 76°F (aka, the perfect day): Underground Run, Montego Slay, People Riddum, Anotha (BBQ), Same Beat 
(The Wesley Rap)

Late nite: San Francisco Knights (no sh!t...), We’ll Be There, Tuxedo Rap
Sunrise: LA Song (Sensitive Mix)
Daytime: Eat Street, Plunken’ Em
Evening: People Riddum, Flex Off, Anotha (BBQ)
Sunset: Schooled in the Trade, The Bomb Combo

Pat’s first post! (Oct 10th 2008)

In track number 9 on FUNDMC, enjoy does anybody know 
what the woman is singing in the hook? I’m only asking cos 
i want to sing along whilst i’m bodding down the street.
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The Point of the Rhyme: Pat’s People Under The Stairs lyrics website which he started in 
around 2009... [thepointoftherhyme.com]

Most important part of the night for me personally... 
During their recent shows, PUTS have been 
playing the end part of “Pictures on My Wall” (the 
Rob Ford dance), and Thes has been teaching 
the crowd how to do it, but last night, he wanted 
to make an announcement, and he had me get in 
on it (partially because of my Instagram-ed Rob 
Ford dance video). He called me up like I was 
some random dude out of the audience (later he 
explained that I was a plant), and had me watch 
him do the dance two times, and then he had me 
do it like three or four times in front of everyone. I 
normally have a bit of stage fright, but I was all good 
last night (blame it on the Red Stripe). I actually got 
a good crowd reaction, and I didn’t mess up like I 
thought I would.

A few of Pat’s Fave P Quotes!

“I’ll dig you up a beat like Super Mario 2”

“People in the nosebleed, give me room please, all 
over the place like a young James Brown”

“Like ‘Pac, we got bossed by our label, but it doesn’t 
matter, the hard work is spinnin’ on your turntable”

“You can’t be arrogant and conscious”

“Turn down your stereo and Mario Brothers, beat 
lovers uncover the funk like ‘Ta-Da!’ ”

“Rick James, the B-Boy from Buffalo!”

Hey, I’m the kinda self-appointed PUTS 
lyrics person (still not finished with them 
yet, though), and I’ve been listening to 
Thes and Double REALLY closely during 
my transcriptions, but sometimes, I just 
can’t understand them (stop getting 
drunk in the recording booth, suckas! 
jk, much love)...

Crazy stooped P questions

Choose one PUTS song for each of the following 10 situations:
1) Backing track for an action movie sequence/action movie trailer
2) Backing track for an old “dance party” TV show
3) Backing track for a porno film
4) Backing track for an animated music video
5) Track for an older 80’s Grandmaster DJ to remix
6) Backing track for a skate video
7) Track you’d like to see a live funk band cover
8) Best song to throw on at a wedding reception
9) Track to win a Grammy if that sh*t actually considered people like PUTS
10) Backing track for a Blaxplotaition film

”

“

”

“Not-So-Mindblowing 
Questions

Pabst Blue Ribbon or Miller 
Genuine Draft?

BLT sandwich or PB&J 
sandwich?

Stevie Wonder, Jimi Hendrix, 
or Bob Marley?
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ULTIMATE P.U.T.S. PLAYOFFS... RATE THE TRACKS!

SCORE YOUR FAVORITE PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS TRACKS!

We ‘bout to have a contest up in here, and I want all of y’all to join in. The 
first round or two might require a few minutes of your time, but I want this to 
go down, so please chip in. Just imagine you’re back in school and this is a 
motherf*cking test (but more fun). Hope y’all can follow rules.

ROUND ONE DEADLINE:
5:00 PM (PST in L.A., y’all)
MONDAY, JANUARY 11TH, 2010

Sactown you’ve given an impossible task...

Pat’s Top 10 PUTS tracks.
Well, Top 33 actually (2008)...
 
1. The Dig
2. Youth Explosion
3. Underground Run (KPFK Radio Promo)
4. The Outrage
5. Pulp Fiction
6. Step Bacc (Extended 6 minute Mixtape 
Remix)
7. Afternoon Connection
8. Swan Fever
9. Mid-City Fiesta
10. The Grind
11. Crazy Live
12. Plunken’ Em
13. Outrun
14. Step In
15. More Than You Know
16. Chollo Dad
17. Gamin’ On Ya
18. We’ll Be There
19. Yehaw Partystyles
20. Jappy Jap
21. Down And Out
22. Blowin Wax
23. Intro
24. The Breakdown
25. The Hang Loose
26. Flex Off
27. The Brownout
28. Live at the Fishbucket Part 2
29. The Breakdown
30. Enjoy
31. S. F. Knights
32. Keepin it Live
33. Crown Ones

If I was tortured, I dunno if I could pick a 
favorite PUTS track; it changes weekly. 
When I flew in my time machine thirty 
years into the future and listened to their 
whole back catalog, I STILL couldn’t 
decide, but they DID make this one killer 
track that destroyed the whole downtown 
Los Angeles area in 2022. Watch for it. I 
almost didn’t wanna come back to 2014. 
Anyway...

FIRST ROUND (176) ROUND OF 64 ROUND OF 32 ROUND OF 16 QUARTER FINALS QUARTER FINALS ROUND OF 16 ROUND OF 32 ROUND OF 64 FIRST ROUND (176)
SF Knights Remix Hardcore

Electric Laddy Earth Travelers

Bobby In The Hood I-15

Intro [Question] Creepshow

Intro [Stepfather] The Trip

Bobby On The Street Blessed

King Kuff The Tamburo 5

Lutherfest Suite For Creeper

Church 8 is Enuff

The Heat Death of a Salesman

Internet Time Dangerous

Fredly Advice Untitled (Scarub/Murs)

Slow Bullet Step In

Jim Sr. Step Bacc

Chicken Kebap Step Off

Stoned Youth Truth Letter to the Old School

4 Dollar Afro Letter 2 c/o the Bronx

R&B Letter from the Old School

Kaos & Thes Live At The Fishbucket, Part 1

Friday Afternoon Taco Stand Live At The Fishbucket, Part 2

Get Drunk SEMI-FINALIST Up Yo Spine (Fishbucket 3)

The Doctor and the Kidd The Hang Loose

Lord Radio & Hale Bop Hang Loose, Part 2

FINALIST:

Mid-City Fiesta Beer

80 Blocks From Silverlake Drumbox

Beer (Colt45 Mix)

San Francisco Knights Pass The 40

California Tales of Kidd Drunkadelic

SEMI-FINALIST

The L.A. Song Come On, Let's Get High

LA9X Acid Raindrops

Suite For Any Major Dude

Los Angeles Daze D.A.R.E.

Down in L.A. Zignaflyinblow

Rattlesnake

Empty Bottles of Water Fly Love Song

Carried Away Love's Theme

Enjoy The Suite For Beaver, Part 1

Days Like These Trippin' at the Disco

D Trippin' / Disco (DJ Day Mix)

More Than You Know Trippin' / Disco (Dub Mix)

L.A. Song (Sensitive Mix) Chollo Dad

All Good Things Teeth

Reflections

Schooled In The Trade Play It Again

DQMOT (Thes One Mix) Take the Fruit

The Wiz Gamin' on Ya

P.U.T.S. Track Playoffs

”

”

“

“
“The Completest”  - Pat’s People 
Under The Stairs collection in 2014.
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Pat’s album reviews

The Next Step = Water
Question = Sleep
AMV1 = Clothing
OST = Air
Or Stay Tuned = Food
Stepfather = Ladies
Fun DMC = Sanity 
Carried Away = A Home
Rarities, B-Sides, etc. = Going to the Bathroom

I mean, I GUESS I don’t need clothes, but let’s 
just say this is all necessary.

Pat’s PUTS alternate covers (2013)
The five album covers are based off of the 
“Computer” library LP by Ronald Kovacs, Herbie’s 
“Inventions & Dimensions” cover, the “Dots and 
Loops” LP by Stereolab, the “Raising Hell” LP by 
Run-D.M.C. and JB’s “Food For Thought”.

I spent a while trying to reason out how I feel about all the albums, but honestly, I 
think your feel for PUTS - or any group, really - is going to depend on what you’re 
looking for from your music. There are a lot of hip-hop heads who stick to the 
stand-bys, like jazz loops or rare breaks, and there are a lot of people out there 
who listen more to the flows... or think that one thing or the other MAKES it hip 
hop, and PUTS is a little bit of an oddity for a lot of people who are “looking” for 
things.

I’m probably a horrible person to ask, though... I’m not a prolific hip hop listener, 
I’m an ecclectic who likes more organic-sounding material.”

“
People Under The Sandwich
Beastie Boys: “Gorgonzola. Provalone. Don’t 
even get me started on this microphone!”
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Where the Piecelock Ends (2014)

By the way: I designed the cover this time! Thes 
asked if I’d be up for trying this idea he had. I 
cannibalized from the letters of Shel’s existing 
book cover to make the “Piecelock” and “Music 
of Thes One” parts. Kinda fun.

The Gettin’ Off Stage (Step 2) (2016)

Anyway, I spoke with Thes this week, and actually 
had a chance to help do a little Photoshop work 
on the TGOS2 album cover!       It was cool to be 
involved.”
“

Fiending... message to my dealers

Dude... I can’t stop my hands from shaking... cna’t even type rihgt... got the 
withdrawals... DTs... give me some buckets and lock me in a room like in Trainspotting 
or some sh*t...

Just give me more... I got cash on me... $30? $50?... anyth- anything you guys want, 
man... just gotta have that 8th PUTS album... y’all gave me two hits of almost pure 
musical dope (no cuts, no fillers) in the space of two years, and now I’m fiending... 
c-c-c-an’t st-t-op shak-k-k-king...

DUDE... THIS SH*T is SERIOUS... I almost ate my Question LP ‘cause I thought it 
would make me SCRATCH LIKE KK. I’m unstable... AY-YO, GIVE ME A LIVE SET... 
A DVD... AN EP... A SINGLE... A GREATEST HITS COLLECTION... SOMETHING, 
MOTHERF*CKAS!!! WHY YOU HOLDIN’ BACK ON ME!!! I’M COMING TO L.A. 
IF YOU AIN’T COMING HERE!!! AHHHH!!!”

“
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So, I took two nights to put together a 
bunch of crappy old video game vids from 
YouTube and made my own “fan video” for 
1 Up Til Sun Up. (Also made a fake WRLA 
commercial at the end.)

”

“

This may sound a little stupid of me, but for a 
long time, I drove a 1969, sky-blue Olds Delta 
88... smooth ride, bench seats, guzzled hella gas, 
etc... and the only thing in it was an AM transistor 
radio. In Sacto, AM radio was mostly talk, with a 
few religious or country stations, but there was this 
oldies station, and the DJ had this fixation with the 
late 60’s, you know, “Groovin’” by the Rascals, and 
“Crystal Blue Persuasion” by Tommy James and 
the Shondells, and all of that.

Anyway, when I hear “Yo”, I hella think about 
driving to high school or over to my friends’ places 
and through Oak Park, which is a neighborhood 
my pops used to live in (back then it was mostly 
early-generation italians and lower-to-middle class 
black); the neighborhood went “downhill,” and 
now it’s considered Sactown’s “old-neighborhood” 
ghetto now, unfortunately, and it gets a bad rep 
‘cause a lot of good people still live there. A lot of 
people (myself included) have done youth programs 
and community service to try to help out.

Long story short (well, longer story long), from 
the first time I heard “Yo,” I’ve just thought about 
the sun-dappled days cruising in that car with the 
windows down, waving at old folks, watching kids 
play, and listening to “Hot Fun in the Summertime” 
or some sh!t. Hope that wasn’t too sentimental for 
y’all.
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If you could have one superpower what would it be and what would be 
your superhero name?

I’d be P-Money, and I’d have the ability to alter the molecular structure 
of myself and things around me... then I could live forever, create things 
out of thin air, replace damaged limbs, walk through things...

Thank you:

Pat a.k.a SactownConnection for the enthusiasm, jokes and spirit!
People Under The Stairs (Thes One and Double K) for the music.
The whole ‘P Army’ for their love and support in making this tribute possible. 
Especially SLC Head, callmemrtibbs, DJ Alibi, MrQc, Twelve, east wittering?, 
AndyMak, williamhmacy, A La Carte, esomedina, De La Tribe, DJ Guerrilla, 
Sweetness61686, Roberto Ramirez & YoYoPo.

Rest In Peace Pat.

”
“


